
Network Discipline

What is your definition of a firm Customer Commitment?

We define commitment based on our network scoring which can 
be influenced by commodity, seasonality, etc.  
Depending on market (buyer vs. seller) influences the decisions 
and quid pro (i.e. something for something) – as long as balance 
works both ways at the end (relationship)  
70% + book of business with firm commitments
Sourced capacity fits network
Operations can and has serviced in past
Load balance on both ends, we commit to x number a day/week 
to meet our density goals and our operating network and 
customer tenders to same. 



Network Discipline

How detailed are your Commitments today?
Market and Market Shifts can drive commitment/detail
Customer Driven, influenced by: 

Shipper / Receiver locations
Days of the week 
Customer sales (production/output on their end)
Rate and Service

How do you Track them?
Load reports by Area
Capacity Reports
Internal Customer scorecards using MER values



Network Discipline
How do you communicate the process and needs with the 
Customer?

Sales own relationship with customer matching our network with their needs in 
those lanes that work.

CSR manage day to day communication with customer.
Going – forward, Marketing head to direct any changes to lanes and or 
customer lanes that fall outside parameters (density, yield, etc)



Network Discipline

Most Efficient Tools you use today in this Volatile Market
TL Wizard scoring and “what if analysis” as a benchmark tool
Spot Market (DAT) pricing for comparisons; broker to carrier number for 
contract rate comparisons
Internal, MER and Marketing Plan with overall objective to increase 
density in fewer, selected markets.



Network Discipline
Most Efficient Tools you use today in this Volatile Market

Productive Capacity fielding as many tractors each day:



Network Discipline
Who in the Org is Making these decisions?

Marketing and Operations with accountability at head of marketing; 
Sales brings opportunity in the door, marketing/operations is the 
“gate-keeper” and joint decision maker.  

How receptive are your customers when you offer them a 
discount to change a shipping pattern (i.e. shipping day of 
the week) that better fits your freight network?

Depends on market conditions, customer/shipper production 
schedules and seasonality and where the scoring (1, 3, 5) for 
discounts work but very limited opportunities due to our freight 
mix.




